Cemetery planning and management
Our services
The team at Locale Consulting has specialist
knowledge, experience and a significant track record
in providing advice to cemetery operators and on
cemetery projects. We can deliver the right skills mix
to meet your project needs. Our services include:
/ Strategic business planning
Locale Consulting has completed numerous strategic
and detailed business plans for a range of council
operated businesses, in particular for cemetery
operators. These projects are typically designed to
improve financial performance of the business units
and to establish a mechanism for measurement and
reporting of their success.

Cemeteries & Crematoria NSW
Cemetery maintenance guide
Locale has developed an industry wide Cemetery
Maintenance Guide that will provide practical advice for
cemetery operators, so that they can address Part 8 of
the Operator Code relating to maintenance of facilities,
graves, vaults, cemeteries and crematoria.
The guide provides practical application of simple
principles to assist the industry to improve the quality
and safety of their cemetery sites.

Blacktown City Council

/ Site investigations and master plans

Riverstone cemetery plan of management

Locale Consulting has developed a number of master
plans and plans of management for cemetery sites, as
well as undertaking site investigation studies. To
inform the design process, Locale Consulting is always
responsive to critical environmental, social and
economic issues along with balancing the functional
and aesthetic expectations of cemeteries.

Locale Consulting developed a plan of management for
the Riverstone Cemetery in the Blacktown local
government area. The project involves a range of
religious sections and needs, vegetation and ecological
considerations, all within the context of delivering
necessary infrastructure for a rapidly growing
community in western Sydney.

/ Policies and guidelines
We have a deep and practical understanding and
extensive experience in the development of cemetery
policies and guidelines. With the challenges of
cultural change and increased requirements for
partnerships and collaboration in cemeteries, this has
become an essential service to many providers. Our
extensive understanding of Cemetery and Crematoria
Act 2013 provides a solid base for policies and
procedures required for cemeteries.

Wollondilly Shire Council
Cemetery operations options study
Council sought our assistance to provide an options
paper exploring alternatives for the ongoing delivery of
cemetery functions. Considerations included staffing,
resource sharing opportunities and physical
infrastructure needs, providing a tool to engage with
senior management.

Our recent experience
We have worked with more than ten local councils and the State government agency (Cemeteries & Crematoria
NSW) to assist in the transition of cemeteries through the introduction of recent legislative changes, to develop a
range of strategic and statutory plans and to provide targeted services to enable cemetery growth.
Penrith City Council

The Hills Shire Council

Cemetery strategy and master plan

Cemetery site identification project

Penrith’s cemeteries are under significant pressure as a
consequence of the broader shortage of cemetery
space across the Sydney metropolitan area. Add to this
that Council have a limited supply of cemetery land,
with only one central cemetery remaining with mediumterm capacity. Locale was appointed to provide a
review of cemetery services, and to establish new
directions for the key cemeteries where interments are
still available. The outcome was the establishment of
clear directions in the face of quickly changing
circumstances. With several regional scale cemeteries
being earmarked for western Sydney, it was important
to consider both the local and broader contexts and
how these may come together over the short, medium
and long term.

This project involves the identification of a potential
new cemetery site in the fast-growing Hills district. The
project utilises our broad-based knowledge of the
planning system, as well as cemetery operation and
functional requirements, in order to identify a suitable
cemetery site having regard to various land use,
community and environmental constraints in the area.

Wingecarribee Shire Council
Cemetery strategic plan
Locale provided Council with a medium-term Strategic
Plan with the key focus being the Shire’s main cemetery
which is nearing capacity. The Plan identified a staged
approach to the capacity issues, including a concept for
the significant upgrade of another site to become a
long-term regional style cemetery over time.

Newcastle City Council
Cemetery strategy
This project involved a review of the current context of
Council's cemetery operations within a large and
diverse market. Council operates a relatively small
component of the overall cemetery services, with
consideration being given to how the ongoing delivery
of services could be provided in the longer-term.

Our approach
We approach our cemetery projects in a deliberate
and considered way. We understand the difficulties of
balancing community, political and industry desires often being very different from each other. With this
in mind, our approach is:
/ Tailored to the local context - We take time to
visit and appreciate the context of the site or area,
speak with relevant council staff and other
stakeholders where necessary. Most importantly,
we listen and respond to your ideas and the
community.
/

Responsive to your needs - Locale is a reactive
and nimble organisation and we are well
positioned to work co-operatively and flexibly with
you. We believe a partnership is required to
capitalise on the skills and available local
knowledge.

/ Realistic and feasible - We know that our
approach must be consistent with the brief and
available resources. We work with you to ensure
that our services are well targeted, offer value for
money and are within your budget constraints.
A core strength is our community engagement
expertise, with four staff holding formal qualifications
from the International Association for Public
Participation Australasia (IAP2).
Combined with our mix of technical, practical and
theoretical skills ensures that we approach planning
proposals with a unique depth of knowledge and the
ability to communicate these with our communities.

Central Coast Council
Interment capacity study and business strategy
This project included a thorough review of cemetery
activities with a particular focus on cemetery capacity
within the region and the potential for flow-on effects
resulting from the lack of cemetery space within
Metropolitan Sydney. The project included master
planning for two of Council's main cemeteries.

Lismore City Council
Memorial gardens & crematorium strategic business plan
This project involved a strategic overview of business
operations, including the main cemetery that contains
an on-site crematorium, chapel and natural burial area.
Key issues and actions were identified to develop a
more sustainable business model in the face of a
rapidly increasing competition.

Dubbo Regional Council
Market feasibility study
Locale worked with the recently amalgamated councils
of Dubbo and Wellington to develop a long-term view of
their extensive cemetery network which expands across
large urban facilities, small village cemeteries, isolated
rural localities and an Aboriginal burial ground.

Blacktown City Council

Shoalhaven City Council

St Bartholomew's cemetery expansion

Shoalhaven memorial gardens & lawn cemetery

The project included the preparation of a planning
proposal (rezoning) for the expansion of the St
Bartholomew's Cemetery. The project is located in a
relatively central Sydney area, where there are
significant pressures on space for burials. Locale has
more recently been assisting Council with Stage 1 of
the subsequent development. plication.

Locale, with our regular Landscape Architect team at
Ayling & Drury, delivered a multifaceted master plan for
the main Shoalhaven cemetery site. The master plan
bridged the Strategic Plan (also prepared by Locale)
and an internally produced Business Plan to create
seamless integration of current and future activities.

Contact us
Steve Thompson
Director – Planning & Strategy
For more than 20 years Steve has worked across many areas of strategic and development
planning, transportation, consultation, economic development and urban design. Recently,
he has developed a specialised niche in cemetery planning and management.
From initial professional experience in architectural offices, to being employed as a policy
advisor to the Lord Mayor of Sydney, senior positions with GHD and now having established
Locale Consulting, Steve brings together many of the skill sets that are required for the
cemetery projects. Steve also holds formal qualifications in planning, government
administration and public consultation.
To discuss how we can assist your council or organisation with your next cemetery project,
contact Steve Thompson:
T
E

0419 700 401
steve@localeconsulting.com.au

